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Scalar spin chirality is expected to induce a finite contribution to the Hall response at low temperatures. We
study this spin-chirality-driven Hall effect, known as the topological Hall effect, at the manganite side of the
interface between La1−x Sr x MnO3 and SrIrO3 . The ferromagnetic double-exchange hopping at the manganite
layer, in conjunction with the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction which arises at the interface due to
broken inversion symmetry and strong spin-orbit coupling from the iridate layer, could produce a skyrmioncrystal (SkX) phase in the presence of an external magnetic field. Using the Monte Carlo technique and a
two-orbital spin-fermion model for manganites, supplemented by an in-plane DM interaction, we obtain phase
diagrams which reveal at low temperatures a clear SkX phase and also a low-field spin-spiral phase. Increasing
temperature, a skyrmion-gas phase, precursor of the SkX phase upon cooling, was identified. The topological
Hall effect primarily appears in the SkX phase, as observed before in oxide heterostructures. We conclude that the
manganite-iridate superlattices provide another useful platform to explore a plethora of unconventional magnetic
and transport properties.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.100.064429

I. INTRODUCTION

The interplay between spin-orbit coupling and magnetism
has led to the emergence of several novel properties at the
interface between distinct transition-metal oxides, such as the
anomalous Hall effect [1–3] and the anisotropic magnetoresistance [4]. Another source of the Hall effect in a heterointerface
with both time-reversal and mirror symmetries broken is
provided by real-space noncollinear magnetic textures with a
finite scalar spin chirality Si · (S j × Sk ) [5–8]. This spin chirality generates an effective electromagnetic field for electrons
through the spin Berry phase mechanism. The resulting Hall
effect, known as the topological Hall (TH) effect, has been
observed in perovskite oxides [9–12], chiral magnets [13,14],
frustrated magnets [15], and Heusler alloys [16–18].
In compounds with heavy elements and without inversion symmetry, the antisymmetric spin exchange such as the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction Di j · (Si × S j ), coexisting with a ferromagnetic (FM) exchange Si · S j , favors a
spin-spiral (SS) phase (characterized by a single wave number
q) [19,20]. In the presence of an external magnetic field or an
easy-plane anisotropy, the SS competes with ferromagnetism,
and a skyrmion-crystal (SkX) phase (with three characteristic
q values) emerges at intermediate field strengths [21–24].
The critical magnetic fields were obtained analytically and
numerically in Ref. [25]. Another possible route to the SkX
phase, with higher topological quantum numbers, is to realize
a Kondo-type exchange coupling between itinerant electrons
and localized spins, instead of the DM interaction [26,27].
An interface between the ferromagnetic metal
La1−x Sr x MnO3 (LSMO) with active 3d orbitals and the
paramagnetic semimetal SrIrO3 (SIO) with active 5d orbitals,
is expected to possess a strong DM interaction arising from
the spin-orbit coupling in SIO and broken structural inversion
2469-9950/2019/100(6)/064429(9)

symmetry at the interface. The DM interaction, in bilayers
of SIO and SrRuO3 , also has been found to appear primarily
near the interface [9]. The presence of an interface DM
interaction is supported by the small lattice mismatch at the
interface (lattice constants of SIO and LSMO are 0.394 nm
[28] and 0.388 nm [29], respectively) and a strain-dependent
charge transfer [30]. Because of two approximate in-plane
mirror symmetries, one mirror plane involves two Mn sites
and another reflects two Mn sites, it is reasonable to expect
that this DM vector lies in the plane of the interface [31,32].
Having an in-plane DM vector excludes the possibility of
stabilizing a conical phase which typically appears in cubic
systems such as MnSi [33,34]. On the other hand, LSMO,
which is well known to contain several fascinating magnetic
phases varying the electronic concentration [35–38], here
is considered to be optimally doped with regards to the FM
phase. The LSMO-SIO interface is, therefore, a promising
platform to search for exotic magnetic textures such as the
SkX phase.
In this paper, we theoretically investigate the formation of
the SkX crystal phase at the LSMO-SIO interface and the
influence of the noncollinear spin textures on the transverse
Hall conductance. We use a spin-fermion model, where itinerant electrons and localized spins are coupled via a Hund
interaction, and employ a numerically exact Monte Carlo
(MC) method [35]. To handle large systems, we employ the
traveling-cluster approach [39,40] that allows us to explore the
finite-temperature behavior of the SS and the SkX phases. Indeed, one of the main results of the present study is that we observed a SkX phase with Néel-type skyrmions within a range
of magnetic fields at low temperatures. Thermal fluctuations
give rise to a related phase with spatially disordered nucleated
skyrmions, a skyrmion gas (SkG), that prevails outside of the
SkX phase at higher temperatures and acts as a precursor
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of the SkX phase upon cooling. Also a metastable phase
with mixed bimerons and skyrmions (BM + Sk) [41] appears
at finite temperatures between the SS and SkX phases. We
construct phase diagrams in the temperature−magnetic field
plane which describe the parameter regimes where the TH
effect dominantly appears. Our study employs a widely used
and realistic model of itinerant fermions in LSMO, namely
the two-orbital double exchange model. While many of our
conclusions are qualitatively similar to those obtained with
simpler models of localized spins, in our case we can provide
more accurate values for couplings and critical temperatures
and also calculate the Hall conductance.
The strength of the DM interaction depends crucially on
several geometrical parameters, such as the thickness of the
SIO layer [9]. This offers an external tunability of the interfacial DM interaction and the resulting TH effect. The phase
diagrams, obtained at different strengths of the DM interaction
thus serve as a guidance to the DM interaction-control of
the TH effect. In addition, we also compute the T = 0 phase
diagram by comparing the total energies of ideal SS, SkX, and
FM phases and found a reasonable agreement with the low-T
properties, obtained using the MC method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, a lattice model
is defined, containing the two-orbital double-exchange model
to describe a manganite region, supplemented by the DM
interaction and the easy-plane anisotropy. We also outline the
methodology of MC annealing and computation of physical
quantities. In Sec. III, we present the MC results, revealing
the emergence of the SkX phase and its consequences on
the transverse Hall conductance. In Sec. IV, we show the
finite-temperature behavior of different phases, obtained using Monte Carlo calculations and discuss the magnetic field
versus temperature phase diagrams. Section V describes the
T = 0 phase diagram obtained from the total energy calculation using ideal spin configurations. In Sec. VI, we discuss
the relevance of the present results to possible experiments
on LSMO-SIO films and superlattices, and summarize our
results.

denotes the nearest-neighbor hopping amplitudes between
orbitals α and β along the hopping direction
√ x w = x,
√y, xand
y
y
x
x
is given by taa
= taa
= 3tbb
= 3tbb
= − 3tab
= − 3tba
=
√ y
√ y
3tab = 3tba = 3t0 /4; a and b represent the Mn eg orbitals,
dx2 −y2 and d3z2 −r 2 , respectively [35]; the DM vector, acting
between nearest-neighbor lattice sites i and j, is given by
Di j = D(ri − r j ) × ẑ/|ri − r j | with D being the strength of
the DM interaction; hz is the external magnetic field, applied
perpendicular to the interface plane; A is the strength of
the easy-plane anisotropy, originating from interfacial strain
and Rashba spin-orbit coupling [31], which is not explicitly
included in Eq. (1); i j is the effective hopping at infinite
Hund’s coupling [42], which in terms of the polar and azimuthal spin angles θ and φ (assuming the electron spin S
to be described by a classical vector in three dimensions with
amplitude S = 3/2) is given by i j = cos (θi /2) cos (θ j /2) +
e−i(φi −φ j ) sin (θi /2) sin (θ j /2); μ is the chemical potential. We
use a square lattice of dimension Nx × Ny and numerically
solve Hamiltonian (1) using the MC technique to study the
spin configuration and transport properties at different sets
of parameters. We set the hopping amplitude to t0 = 1 and
the anisotropy parameter to A = 0.05 throughout the MC
analysis. Then the control parameters in the model viz. hz , T ,
D, and A are all defined in units of t0 and the values of these
parameters in realistic units are discussed in Sec. VI.
During our simulation, we set μ = 0, where the corresponding electron density is one electron per site. Previous
investigations [37] showed that at this density the ground state
at D = A = hz = 0.0 and small electron-phonon coupling is
ferromagnetic, as expected from the double-exchange mechanism, properly representing the physics of LSMO. Small
deviations from this electronic density are only expected to
introduce small variations in our results as long as the ground
state remains ferromagnetic under the conditions expressed
above. If the electronic density variations are large, then other
phases [35,38] may become stable instead.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

To obtain the spin configuration at a particular set of parameters, we start at a high temperature T = 5 and slowly cool
the system down to a desired T . In each annealing session,
1000 temperature steps were employed and at each T , 2 × 105
number of MC steps were used for the spin-configuration
update according to the Metropolis algorithm. To avoid the
possibility of becoming trapped in a metastable spin configuration, it is important to perform a very slow annealing. In fact,
we tried a variety of temperature steps: using, for example,
just 50 it is certainly not sufficient for a proper convergence.
In each MC step, the spin angle θ or φ was changed randomly
to θ ± θ or φ ± φ, respectively, where θ and φ are
the step sizes of the angles, set to 5 degrees throughout
the paper. The diagonalization of the fermionic part of the
Hamiltonian is numerically expensive and to alleviate this
problem, we used the traveling-cluster update scheme [39,40],
in which a smaller cluster of size Nxc × Nyc is used for the
MC spin update. The results presented here were obtained
using a 20 × 20 lattice and 5 × 5 traveling cluster, with openboundary conditions. We checked, with a larger lattice of
size 32 × 32 (see results below) and a larger traveling cluster

A. Spin-fermion Hamiltonian

We consider a square lattice which hosts the essential features of LSMO at the two-dimensional interface with SIO, i.e.,
the intrinsic magnetism of the manganite layer, supplemented
by the induced DM interaction due to the spin-orbit coupling
at the iridate layer. To describe the hopping of electrons,
we use a two-orbital double-exchange Hamiltonian at infinite
Hund’s coupling. As explained, the DM interaction arises
from the influence of the iridate layer. Then the resulting
spin-fermionic Hamiltonian for the LSMO-SIO interface is
given by
 
 
†
w
tαβ
H= −
i j ciα
c jβ + H.c. −
Di j · (Si × S j )
i j,α,β

− hz


i

Szi + A


i

|Szi |2 − μ



i j
†
ciα
ciα ,

(1)

i,α

†
(ciα ) is the fermionic creation (annihilation)
where ciα
w
operator at site i with position ri and orbital α, tαβ

B. Monte Carlo annealing
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of size 10 × 10, for any finite-size effects and obtained a
consistent description. The observables were calculated from
the thermalized spin configurations and were MC averaged, at
each T and hz , with 100 different realizations.
C. Calculation of observables
1. Skyrmion number

A magnetic skyrmion has a distinct topological structure
and when the underlying lattice is transformed from a torus to
a sphere, the skyrmion gives a full coverage of the sphere.
This unique feature enables skyrmions to be classified by
a topological index, called the skyrmion number, which is
expressed as [43,44]



1
∂S ∂S
Nsk =
×
dxdy.
(2)
S·
4π
∂x
∂y
In practice for a square lattice with discrete points, the integration in Eq. (2) was performed by using a summation over
the underlying lattice sites and the partial derivatives have
been calculated using a central-difference scheme within the
five-point stencil method [45].
2. Spin correlation function

An important quantity to identify magnetic phases and
track thermodynamic phase transitions is the spin correlation
function. We take the Fourier transform of the real-space
spin-spin correlation function as follows:
Sq =

|ri j |<δ
1 
Si · S j e−iq·ri j ,
N ij

(3)

where Si denotes the localized spin at site i, ri j is the distance
between sites i and j, δ is the radius of a circle around
site i within which all sites are considered to calculate the
correlation function, and N is the total number of lattice sites.
We use the radius δ up to Nx /2. If some sites j landed outside
the full cluster, they were discarded. The quantity in Eq. (3)
can be compared to intensity measured in neutron-scattering
experiments, and therefore, we use the Bragg intensity as
I (q) = Sq .

FIG. 1. Typical real-space spin configurations (a)–(d) obtained
during the Monte Carlo time evolution on a 20 × 20 cluster with
open boundary conditions, revealing spin-spiral (SS), mixed bimeron
+ skyrmion (BM + Sk), skyrmion crystal (SkX), and skyrmion gas
(SkG) phases at different magnetic fields (hz ) and temperatures (T )
given by (a) hz = 0, T = 0.001, (b) hz = 0.2, T = 0.001, (c) hz =
0.27, T = 0.001, and (d) hz = 0.27, T = 0.15, respectively, at a
fixed value of the DM interaction D = 0.1. The arrows denote
the in-plane components (Sxi , Syi ) while the color bar represents
the normalized perpendicular component of magnetization Szi . (e)
Variation of the skyrmion number Nsk as a function of hz , at the
values of D. The results show a clear enhancement in Nsk within a
range of field values. The hopping amplitude is fixed to t0 = 1 and
the anisotropy strength to A = 0.05.

3. Hall conductance

Moreover, the same value η = 0.1 was used in a previous
similar study [6].

The transverse Hall conductance is obtained by the currentcurrent correlation function, described by the Kubo formula
[6], as given below:

III. EMERGENCE OF SKYRMION CRYSTAL

e2 2π 
σxy =
h N = (
m

n

fm − fn
Im(m| jˆx |nn| jˆy |m), (4)
2
2
m − n) + η

the Fermi function at temperature T and energy
where fm is
†
†
w
w∗ ∗
m , ĵw = i
iαβ (tαβ i,i+w ciα ci+wβ − tαβ i,i+w ci+wβ ciα ) is
the current operator along direction w(=x, y), and η is the
relaxation rate. In the following, we present results with η =
0.1 because it mimics the bulk limit better than smaller η,
which develops sharp peak features in the density of state
due to the finite-size effect. Typically, the Hall conductance
increases (decreases) slowly with decreasing (increasing) η,
but its dependence on other parameters does not change.

We started our effort by confirming the well-known fact
that the double-exchange hopping term in the absence of
the DM interaction and magnetic field, yields a FM phase
at low temperatures T  0.2 [37]. Then, after incorporating a finite DM interaction, a single-q SS phase appears
at low temperatures, as shown in Fig. 1(a) at T = 0.001.
With increasing the DM strength D, the period of the spiral
decreases gradually. There are two degenerate, diagonally
opposite spiral solutions which often merge together to form
a labyrinth-like metastable spin configuration. This type of
metastable spin configuration can be avoided by re-annealing
the spin configuration obtained at low T from the previous
MC annealing process. To perform the re-annealing process,
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FIG. 2. Monte Carlo results using a 32 × 32 lattice at (a) hz =
0.0 and (b) hz = 0.2 showing that they are similar to those obtained
with a smaller 20 × 20 lattice, confirming that size effects are small.
These results were obtained with a DM interaction strength D =
0.1 and easy-plane anisotropy strength A = 0.05, at temperature
T = 0.001.

we take the previous annealed spin configuration to a temperature T = 0.5 and slowly cool down to the lowest temperature
T = 0.001. We considered 20 re-annealing sessions to obtain
a stable spin configuration. Results using a 32 × 32 lattice (see
Fig. 2) confirm that size effects are small.
Following this multiple-annealing process, in the presence
of an external magnetic field we observed that, beyond a
critical field hz , the SS phase is transformed into a SkX phase
where the skyrmions arrange themselves in a nearly triangular
crystal, as depicted in Fig. 1(c) at hz = 0.27 and T = 0.001.
Thermal fluctuations introduce a metastable regime, a
mixed bimeron + skyrmion (BM + Sk) phase, between the SS
and the SkX phase (similar results are obtained using vacancies [46]), as shown in Fig. 1(b) at hz = 0.2 and T = 0.001.
The bimerons are extended skyrmions and have finite contributions to the scalar spin chirality, similar to the skyrmions.
With a further increase in hz , the SkX phase melts into the
SkG phase which is a gas of nucleated skyrmions, and finally
transforms into a fully polarized FM phase. The SkG phase
appears within a very narrow range of hz at low temperatures
and further work is needed to confirm its presence at those
temperatures. But SkG is robust and primarily dominates at

FIG. 3. Monte Carlo averaged intensity profile of the Bragg
intensity I (q) for magnetic field values (a) hz = 0, (b) hz = 0.2,
(c) hz = 0.27, and (d) hz = 0.37, respectively. (e) Variation of the
normalized I (q) (left y axis) and Hall conductance σxy (right y
axis) with hz , at different characteristic momenta q = qss , q = qsk ,
q = qfm , as indicated, respectively, in panels (a), (c), and (d). Panel
(b) corresponds to the narrow bimeron regime, typically containing
segments of “stripes” [panel (a)] involving both diagonals in the
same configuration. The blue and yellow hz regions in (e) show
the field ranges where phase transitions occurs, likely first order in
nature at T = 0. In all panels, the DM interaction is D = 0.1, the
hopping amplitude t0 = 1, the anisotropy strength A = 0.05, and the
temperature T = 0.001.

higher temperatures. For example, a typical spin configuration
of the SkG phase, obtained at hz = 0.27 and T = 0.15, is
shown in Fig. 1(d).
The variation of the skyrmion number Nsk with hz is
depicted in Fig. 1(e) for three different values of D, revealing a
clear enhancement within a range of hz . At T = 0, Nsk should
exhibit sharp first-order transitions at two critical values of
hz , clearly distinguishing the SkX phase from others. But
here due to thermal fluctuations, the expected sharp first-order
jumps are replaced by smooth crossovers as in Fig. 1(e).
Increasing D, the hz range where the SkX phase appears is
enhanced. This is an anticipated behavior since a stronger DM
interaction helps to stabilize the SkX phase.
In Figs. 3(a) to 3(d), we plot the MC-averaged Bragg
intensity profile for the four different phases discussed in
Fig. 1, viz. the SS, BM + Sk, SkX, and SkG. The SS and
the SkX phases show, respectively, the single-q [Fig. 3(a)]
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and triple-q [Fig. 3(c)] structures of the spin configuration.
Figure 3(b), for the BM + Sk phase, interestingly, displays
a double-q spin configuration which is absent at T = 0. A
similar double-q peak structure identified in neutron scattering measurement of Co8 Zn8 Mn4 was believed to originate in
the formation of a square lattice of skyrmions [47]. Because
of the large FM fraction, the SkG phase is dominated by the
Bragg intensity at q = 0 but with nonzero intensities at q = 0
due to the randomly distributed skyrmions. Thus, I (qfm ) in the
SkG phase is not fully developed while I (qsk ) is suppressed.
The Bragg intensity I (q) at different characteristic momenta,
reveal a sequence of phase transitions, as shown in Fig. 3(e)
where the transverse Hall conductance σxy is also plotted.
Evidently, σxy [and also Nsk in Fig. 1(e)] become enhanced
within a broader range of hz than I (qsk ), where q = qsk is
the characteristic momentum for the SkX phase [as defined
in Fig. 3(c)]. Note that the SS phase at low magnetic fields
often involves a mixture of two mutually orthogonal spirals
leading to labyrinth-like domains. In this context a small
topological Hall conductance is induced due to the finite scalar
spin chirality at the junctions of these orthogonal spirals. The
SS and SkX phases can, therefore, be identified using I (qss )
and I (qsk ), respectively, whereas, σxy and Nsk are suitable to
identify the BM + Sk and the SkG phases. Antiferromagnetic
skyrmion crystals are also reported to appear within a range
of external magnetic fields in antiferromagnets with DM
interactions [48].
IV. TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION

Having identified the phases appearing at various values of
the external magnetic field at low temperatures, we explore
the finite-temperature behavior of these phases. In Fig. 4(a),
we show the temperature variation of the Bragg intensities
I (qfm ) and I (qss ) for the FM and SS phases in the absence of
external magnetic fields at D = 0 and D = 0.1, respectively.
The critical temperature TcSS  0.18 for the SS phase appears
to be rather close to that of the FM phase (TcFM  0.2) which
exists at the two-dimensional interface in the absence of
DM interaction and external magnetic fields. For the phases
associated with the skyrmions, we plot the Bragg intensity
I (qsk ), Hall conductance σxy , and skyrmion number Nsk versus
T in Fig. 4(b) at a field hz = 0.27. Evidently, I (qsk ) drops
faster with T than the other two observables, indicating that
the SkX phase [here determined by an 80% drop in I (qsk ),
but other conventions lead to similar conclusions] exists at
much lower temperatures than the SkG phase (determined by
an 80% drop in Nsk ). The critical temperatures for the SkX
and the SkG phases at hz = 0.27 are roughly TcSkX  0.09 and
TcSkG  0.19, respectively. The TH effect, although strongest
at the SkX phase, exists at temperatures much above the SkX
phase. There could be other contributions to the TH effect,
and one potential origin is the skew scattering induced by
the scalar spin chirality [8]. The skew-scattering induced TH
effect appears near the transition to the SkX phase and is
reflected by a change in the sign of the Hall conductance. In
addition to the SkG phase, the BM + Sk phase also yields a
finite contribution to the TH effect, as we shall discuss below.
We constructed the phase diagrams for the manganiteiridate single interface in the temperature versus mag-

FIG. 4. (a) Monte Carlo results showing the temperature variation of the intensity I (qfm ) for the FM phase (with zero DM
interaction strength D = 0, nonzero anisotropy constant A = 0.05,
and zero magnetic field hz = 0) and intensity I (qss ) for the spin-spiral
(SS) phase (at D = 0.1 and hz = 0). The blue and red dashed lines
provide a rough estimation of the critical temperatures here crudely
defined as the temperatures where I (qfm ) and I (qss ) drop to 20%
of the T = 0.001 value. Panel (b) also shows Monte Carlo results
for the intensity I (qsk ) in the SkX regime, Hall conductance |σxy |,
and skyrmion number Nsk (at D = 0.1 and hz = 0.27). The critical
temperature where I (qsk ) drops to 20% of the value at T = 0.001
roughly defines the phase boundary of the skyrmion crystal (SkX)
phase. Similarly, Nsk defines the phase boundary of the skyrmion gas
(SkG) phase. All quantities in panels (a) and (b) are normalized to
the respective values at the lowest temperature T = 0.001. Other parameters (t0 and A) are the same as in Fig. 1. Using other reasonable
cutoffs criteria to define critical temperatures leads to similar phase
diagrams.

netic field plane. Results are depicted in Fig. 5 for three
different values of the DM strength D. The phase diagrams show five different phases already discussed before viz. SS, SkX, BM + Sk, SkG, and FM. Note the
BM + Sk and SkG regions are suppressed at very low temperatures. The FM phase, identified by both the Bragg intensity
I (qfm ) and the average out-of-plane magnetization Mz , does
not have any phase boundary in the hz -T plane and prevails in
the high-field regime. The BM + Sk phase is identified by the
overlap of the SS and the SkG phases, obtained, respectively,
by I (qss ) and Nsk .
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Increasing D, the SS phase expands towards larger fields,
which is expected since the DM interaction helps in stabilizing
this SS phase. However, the critical temperature TcSS tends to
decrease at very large D [noticeable in Fig. 5(c) for D = 0.2].
Very large values of D results in a SS phase with a spiral of
short wavelength which makes the SS phase less susceptible to
thermal fluctuations, accounting for the slow decrease in TcSS
with increasing D. The SkX phase also moves towards higher
fields with increasing D and is the largest in size (among the
three plots shown in Fig. 5) for D = 0.15. For very large
D, the skyrmion sizes are much smaller, comparable to the
square lattice spacing, and, thus, the resulting SkX phase is
vulnerable to thermal fluctuations. The results suggest that
both the SS and the SkX phases are strongest at an optimal
value of the DM interaction strength.
The results presented thus far are for a fixed value of the
easy-plane anisotropy parameter A = 0.05. We have verified
that a low-to-moderate value of the easy-plane anisotropy
stabilizes the SkX phase, as found in a previous study [31].
Easy-axis anisotropy, on the other hand, suppresses the SkX
phase, contrary to the cases of chiral and frustrated magnets
[49,50].

V. T = 0 PHASE DIAGRAM

FIG. 5. Temperature (T ) vs. magnetic field (hz ) phase diagrams
for three different values of the DM interaction (a) D = 0.1, (b) D =
0.15, and (c) D = 0.2. The color bar represents the normalized
average magnetization, perpendicular to the interface plane. The
hopping amplitude is fixed to t0 = 1 and the easy-plane anisotropy
strength to A = 0.05.

In the MC analysis discussed above, the lowest temperature
accessed was T = 0.001. Below this temperature the MC
procedure is less accurate because it is difficult to evolve
away from nearly frozen metastable states. To complement
the MC analysis with zero temperature results, we performed
calculations of total energies of the three phases SS, SkX, and
FM, by considering ideal spin configurations. We consider a
20 × 20 lattice with open boundary conditions, the same as in
the above MC analysis, to compute the total energies of the
three phases using the Hamiltonian Eq. (1), after optimizing
the period of the spiral in the SS phase and the skyrmion radius
and skyrmion-skyrmion separation in the SkX phase.
The variation of the total energies ESS , ESkX , and EFM for
the SS, SkX, and the FM phases, respectively, with respect
to hz at fixed DM interaction D = 0.1 is shown in Fig. 6, for
two different values of the anisotropy parameter A = 0.05 and
A = 0.1. By the minimum energy criterion, we can identify
the most favorable spin configurations. For A = 0.05, we find
that in the low-field regime hz  0.23, the SS phase has the
lowest energy, while for hz  0.4, the FM phase has the
lowest energy. Remarkably, the SkX phase wins within an
intermediate field range 0.23 < hz < 0.4, which is close to the
field range predicted by the MC simulations. The transitions
from the SS phase to the SkX phase and that from the SkX
phase to the FM phase are first order at T = 0 (level crossing).
With A = 0.1, we clearly observe that the SkX phase becomes
wider with regards to the field range. It is interesting to note
that ESS is quite insensitive to the change in hz in the SS
phase and changes slope towards the second critical field
value near the boundary between the SkX and the FM phases.
ESkX also changes its slope at the transition to the FM phase
because of the drastic enhancement of the optimal radius of
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FIG. 6. Total energy of the ideal spin-spiral (SS), skyrmioncrystal (SkX), and ferromagnetic (FM) phases at zero temperature
(T = 0) vs. the strength of the magnetic field hz , at a fixed DM
interaction strength D = 0.1. Panel (a) is at easy-plane anisotropy
strength A = 0.05 and (b) at A = 0.1. These two panels show that
the minimum-energy condition is satisfied for the SkX phase within
a range of hz values, in agreement with MC results. (c) Zerotemperature phase diagram in the hz -D plane for A = 0.05 and
t0 = 1.

the skyrmions beyond a critical hz , as noted before [31]. We
tune D and plot the T = 0 phase diagram in Fig. 6(c) which
reveals that, in general, the SkX phase becomes stronger with
higher DM interaction and higher magnetic field.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The experimental critical temperature for the FM phase of
a manganite-iridate interface appears within a range 100 K 
TcFM  300 K, depending upon the thickness of the manganite layer [3]. From the MC analysis, we find TcFM ≈ 0.2t0
(with anisotropy parameter A = 0.05), which gives our hopping energy scale t0 (=TcFM /0.2) as 40 meV  t0  130 meV.
For a purely
 classical spin model with Heisenberg exchange
term −J i j Si · S j , instead of the double-exchange term,
we obtain TcFM  7.5J with an anisotropy parameter A =
0.05J (results gathered using a 20 × 20 cluster and MC
simulations, not shown). By comparing the critical temperatures for the FM phase, obtained separately from the doubleexchange model and classical spin model, we find the effective
Heisenberg-exchange parameter for the considered doubleexchange model to be J ≈ 0.03t0 . The easy-plane anisotropy
for LSMO films has been found to be AS 2 ≈ 0.21 meV
[51] which gives A ≈ 0.09 meV with S = 3/2. Therefore,
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the critical DM
√ interaction strength to realize the skyrmion
crystal Dc ∼ JA [52–54] appears in a range 0.3 meV 
Dc  0.6 meV. LSMO also has a weak antiferromagnetic
coupling [35] which has not been included in our description.
Such a competing antiferromagnetic coupling will reduce the
MC-estimated TcFM and, in turn, enhance Dc .
We realized skyrmions of radius approximately three unit
cells with D = 0.1t0 . Increasing D will reduce the size of
the skyrmions and when D is comparable to the hopping
energy scale t0 , the skyrmion size be too small to be studied on a lattice. Conversely, very small values of D make
the skyrmion size very large compared to the lattice sizes
accessible. We therefore considered intermediate values of
D where the skyrmion size is optimal for studying the SkX
phase in the finite lattice where the spin-fermion model can be
studied numerically. For similar reasons, the critical magnetic
fields from the MC analysis are unrealistically large. Thus the
main purpose here is to provide the qualitative variations of
the skyrmion phases with D because we anticipate similar
behavior at smaller energy scales.
To summarize, we investigated the TH effect arising from
the scalar spin chirality of an emergent skyrmion crystal
using a spin-fermionic model for a manganite-iridate interface. Using Monte Carlo calculations, we realized a nearlytriangular crystal of Néel-type skyrmions, arising within a
finite range of external magnetic fields. A gas phase of wellformed independent skyrmions was also observed primarily
at higher temperatures above the skyrmion crystal phase.
Also, a mixed bimeron + skyrmion phase appears at finite
temperatures between the spin-spiral phase and the skyrmion
crystal phase. Topological Hall measurements, together with
neutron-scattering experiments, can detect these complex
phases.
We conclude that manganite-iridate interfaces offer a
unique platform to explore unconventional magnetic and
transport properties. We focused on the doping range in which
LSMO is in its FM phase. The proximity effect from other
types of magnetic phases, such as the antiferromagnetic phase
or CE states, along with the large DM interaction, can lead
to interesting phenomena [38,55]. The easy-plane anisotropy,
which stabilizes the skyrmion crystal phase, can be modified
using epitaxial strain, providing a useful knob to tune the TH
effect. The DM interaction can be controlled by changing the
thickness of the iridate layer, while the manganite layer thickness governs the level of spin polarization at the interface,
opening a novel path towards efficient control of the TH effect
by engineering multilayer heterostructures.
Note added. After finalizing our manuscript, we became
aware of a recent experimental work on LSMO-SIO heterostructures [56]. They observed the enhancement of the
Hall conductance at low magnetic fields and interpreted this
behavior as the TH effect. Their results and interpretation are
qualitatively consistent with our theoretical results.
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